We have examined the expression pattern of the segmentation genefushi tarazu (ftz) by in situ hybridization to whole mount embryos using digoxygenin labeled piobes. This method has revealed previously undetected stages in the development of the ftz RNA pattern. Theftz stripes arise individually in a distinct, non-linear order along the anterior-posterior axis of the embryo. In addition, the stripes develop differentially along the dorsal-ventral axis; most stripes emerge on the ventral side and then gradually spread dorsally until they surround the entire circumference of the embryo. The order of appearance offtz stripes is not inversely correlated with the order of appearance of hairy (h) stripes as would be expected ifftz stripes were generated by h repression. Furthermore, the seven ftz stripes are correctly established in embryos carrying mutations in h, eve or runt, with normal expression patterns decaying only after cellularization. Thus, the so called primary pair-rule genes are involved in the refinement rather than establishment of theftz stripes. The contribution of cis-acting regulatory elements to the ftz pattern was examined. The zebra and upstream elements interact to generate seven correctly positioned stripes at the end of cellularization. However, stripe establishment is not correctly mimicked by any ftzllac fusion gene: stripes arise in an order drastically different from the endogenous ftz gene suggesting the existence of ftz regulatory elements outside the IO-kb region examined to date. These observations suggest that the ftz pattern is directed by at least two independent regulatory systems: first, stripe establishment is directed by regionally distributed factors that act differentially in individual stripes along both anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral axes of the egg and, second, stripe refinement and maintenance are mediated by pair-rule gene products that interact with previously identified ftz regulatory elements. This multi-level regulation provides a back-up system that ensures the development of seven stripes in the blastoderm.
Introduction
The segmented body plan of the fruit fly Drosophila melunoguster is established during the first hours of embryogenesis by an interacting network of regulatory genes Scott and O'Farrell, 1986; Akam, 1987; . Genetic studies revealed the existence of distinct classes of genes (maternal coordinate genes and the gap, pair-rule and segment polarity classes of segmentation genes, Niisslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980 and Niisslein-Volhard et al., 1987) that sequentially subdivide the egg into defined metameric units, the identities of which are defined by the homeotic hairy (h) and even-skipped (eve) (reviewed in Pankratz and Jackie, 1990) . Region-specific alleles of h mapping upstream of the coding sequence affect h expression in particular stripes (Howard et al., 1988) . Stripe-specific cis-acting regulatory elements were found that direct the expression of subsets of h stripes (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Pankratz et al., 1990) , although these stripes may be slightly offset from endogenous stripes (Riddihough and Ish-Horowitz, 1991) . Similarly, stripe-specific cisacting regulatory elements were identified for the pairrule gene eve (Harding et al., 1989; Goto et al., 1989) . A detailed study of the regulation of eve stripe 2 provides in vitro and in vivo evidence that combinations of maternal and gap gene proteins act to establish and reline eve stripes via independent cis-acting regulatory sequences (Stanojevic et al., 1989; Small et al., 1991; Small et al., 1992) . These studies suggest that the pair-rule genes eve and h respond to non-periodic cues provided by combinations of varying levels of maternal and gap gene products that direct the establishment of periodic, repeated striped patterns in the embryo.
A different scenario has been suggested for the generation of the fushi tarazu (ftz) seven stripe pattern (for reviews, see Dearolf et al., 1990; Carroll, 1990) . Transcripts were first detected by in situ hybridization at low levels throughout the embryo and then at slightly higher levels in the central region of the embryo. Later, seven evenly spaced stripes accumulate in the cellular blastoderm (Hafen et al., 1984; Weir and Kornberg, 1985; Ingham and Martinez-Arias, 1986; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Kellerman et al., 1990) . It was proposed that stripes arise by repression at the embryonic poles and in interstripe regions (Weir and Komberg, 1985; Edgar et al., 1986) , combined with increased transcription in the stripes, presumably due to autoregulation (Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Pick et al., 1990; Schier and Gehring, 1992) . Injections of cycloheximide into early embryos resulted in an overall expression offtz RNA, supporting the notion that repression plays a major role in generating the stripes (Edgar et al., 1986) . Analysis of the ftz expression pattern in various mutant backgrounds demonstrated that all of the gap genes affect ftz expression (Carroll and Scott, 1986) . In addition, other pair-rule genes were shown to affect the ftz pattern (Carroll and Scott, 1986; Howard and Ingham, 1986; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989) .
As a result of such epistatic studies, it was suggested that the pair-rule genes could be subdivided into distinct classes (Ingham and Martinez-Arias, 1986 ). The 'primary pair-rule genes' (e.g. h) receive positional cues directly from the gap genes, thereby mediating the transition from non-periodic to periodic patterns. These primary pair-rule genes, which are themselves expressed in stripes, act to pattern the expression of the 'secondary pair-rule genes' (e.g. ftz) in stripes. The classification of frz as a secondary pair-rule gene was supported by the observation that the seven stripedftz pattern detected at cellular blastoderm is dependent upon the wild type function of the primary pair rule genes, while the expression of eve and h is independent offtz (for example, Ingham et al., 1985; Carroll and Scott, 1986; Harding et al., 1986; Howard and 'Ingham, 1986; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Ingham and Gergen, 1988; Carroll et al., 1988a; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989; Baumgartner and Noll, 1991) . Since the ftz stripes were broadened in h mutant embryos, the h gene product was proposed to be a mediator of interstripe repression that could play a major role in generating theftz striped pattern (Howard and Ingham, 1986) .
Taken together, these studies led to a simplified model that overall activation of transcription followed by h-mediated interstripe repression were the keys to understanding the ftz pattern (Carroll, 1990; Dearolf et al., 1990) . This model thus explained the ftz stripes by implicating another gene already expressed in stripes as the primary player. The observation that several ftz cisacting regulatory elements each directed expression in all seven stripes was taken as evidence supporting the notion that ftz stripes are generated in a coordinated fashion -en masse -by pre-existing striped factors (Hiromi et al., 1985; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Dearolf et al., 1989a; Pick et al., 1990 ).
Here we show that a detailed analysis of the evolution of the ftz mRNA expression pattern, using digoxygenin labeled probes on whole mount embryos, reveals that the ftz stripes are differentially activated in a regionspecific fashion along both anterior-posterior and Fig. I . Theftz stripes evolve in a dynamic pattern. Expression patterns offrz RNA were analyzed by in situ hybridization using digoxygenin labeled probes. Photographs of whole mount embryos are shown (for C-L, anterior ends of embryos to the left, dorsal sides up). The progression of invaginating cell membranes and nuclear shape changes were used to stage embryos during cellularization. (A) shows an embryo prior to the onset of cellularization. The embryo in (I) is tilted to reveal the invagination of the ventral furrow. Embryos in (J-L) are in progressive stages of germ band elongation. The early 'overall' activation of transcription observed by others corresponds to the Phase I expression shown in (A) (see Discussion). Intermediate stages observed in sectioned embryos were also observed. For example, the embryo shown in Fig. 2H of Hafen et al. (1984) . in retrospect, can be seen to depict an embryo with resolved stripes I, 2 and 5; stripe 3 developing weakly and stripes 6 and 7 beginning to emerge above background levels as a fused band (corresponding to Fig. ID and E of this report). This complex three-dimensional configuration of stripes could not have been readily reconstructed from sectioned embryos. The order of stripe appearance along the anterior-posterior axis is: I, 5, 2, 3.
6+1 and 4.
dorsal-ventral axes. The order of appearance of ftz stripes is not inversely correlated with the order of appearance of h stripes, as would be expected iffiz stripes were generated by h repression. The sevenftz stripes are correctly established in embryos carrying mutations in h, eve or run& suggesting that pair-rule genes are involved in the refinement rather than establishment of frz stripes, as suggested by Ingham and Gergen (1988) . Two previously identified ftz regulatory elements -the zebra and upstream elements -interact to generate seven correctly positioned stripes at the end of cellularization. However, the order in which these stripes arise differs from that of the endogenous ftz gene. These observations suggest that unexpectedly complex mechanisms regulate ffz gene expression.
Results

The ftz stripes evolve in a complex fashion
The ftz RNA expression pattern was previously examined by others in sectioned embryos using radioactively labeled probes (see Introduction). We have reexamined the expression pattern of the endogenous ftz gene in whole mount embryos using digoxygenin labeled DNA probes, as shown in Fig. 1 . The increased resolution of this technique (Tautz and Pfeifle, 1989) has allowed us to detect novel phases in the development of the ftz expression pattern.
ftz transcripts are first definitively distinguishable from background levels prior to the beginning of cellularization in a broad region extending throughout most of the posterior two-thirds of the embryo (Fig.  1A ). Expression appears to extend to the posterior tip of the embryo. Next, at slightly higher levels, a diffuse band appears, beginning at approximately 40-50% EL and extending to a relatively sharp border at 60-70% EL (0% corresponds to the posterior pole). This region extends both anterior and posterior to the position of 'final' stripe 1, with moderate transcript levels detectable in the domain of future stripe 2. Next, transcript levels increase in a region corresponding to future stripe 5 (Fig. 1B) . Concomitantly, transcript levels rise in the anterior stripe and begin to fade in the posterior tip of the embryo. This results in a pattern of two diffuse bands (future stripes 1 and 5) above an increasingly low level of transcript throughout the posterior two thirds of the embryo (Fig. 1B) . As invagination of nuclear membranes begins, levels of transcript in future stripes 1 and 2 increase as they begin to split from each other. Stripe 5 becomes more defined and the beginnings of stripe 3 appear on the ventral side of the embryo. At this stage, the low levels of transcript that were previously detectable throughout most of the embryo have faded to undetectable levels (Fig. 1C) . As shown in Fig. lD , a diffuse stripe 3, which appears to be fused to stripe 2, extends dorsally to surround the entire embryo while expression in the other stripes rise and their borders become more distinct. Comparison of the ventral and dorsal sides of the embryo reveals four resolved stripes ventrally whereas only stripes 1, 2 and 5 have clearly defined borders on the dorsal side. As stripe 3 sharpens and splits from stripe 2, a new diffuse band emerges near the posterior end of the embryo on the ventral side (Fig.  1E) . This fused stripe 6 + 7 splits as it progresses dorsally around the embryo (Fig. 1F) .
The last stripe to emerge is stripe 4 (Fig. 1F and G) which, like stripes 3, 6 and 7, is detectable first only on the ventral side of the embryo. The development of stripe 4 is particularly striking in that it appears so much later than the other six stripes. Also, expression on the dorsal side remains weak even after the other stripes are clearly defined (Fig. lG , compare striped pattern on the ventral and dorsal sides of the embryo). As cellularization is completed, transcript levels in each stripe increase to peak levels and the stripes sharpen considerably covering 3-4 cells in width (Fig. 1H) .
Gastrulation is accompanied by a rapid decrease in the width of stripes l-6 (Fig. 11) . A sharp border of one cell on the anterior edge of each stripe emerges above a decreased level of RNA in the one to two cells posterior. The width and intensity of stripe 7 appears unchanged at this stage. The stripes can be seen invaginating from the ventral side to contribute to the internal (mesodermal) portion of the germ band. Stripes l-6 remain detectable throughout most of germ band extension ( Fig. 1J and K) , although levels of RNA in these 1-2-cell-wide stripes continue to decrease with stripe 1 fading away before the other live. In contrast to this, stripe 7 transcripts persist (Fig. 1K) . By the end of germ band extension, expression in all stripes is no longer detectable. Fourteen patches of cells in the developing central nervous system express relatively high levels of ftz RNA, in the segmentally repeated pattern noted previously for ftz protein (Fig. lL, Carroll and Scott, 1986; Doe et al., 1988) .
This order of appearance of ftz RNA stripes appears to be identical to that offtz protein, as reported by Karr and Kornberg (1989) using an enhanced imaging technique. This correlation indicates that the regulation of the ftz pattern occurs primarily, if not exclusively, at the RNA level.
Does h repression generate the ftz stripes?
If the frz stripes were established by generally activated transcription followed by interstripe repression mediated by the pair-rule gene h, the stepwise appearance of frz stripes could be explained if the timing and order of appearance of h stripes were complementary to the timing and order of appearance offtz stripes. This complementarity would allow h to negatively regulate individual frz stripes differentially over time. Based upon previous studies of the h expression pattern, an inverse Fig. 2 . Evolution of h RNA stripes. Expression patterns of h RNA were analyzed by in situ hybridization using digoxygenin labeled probes. Photographs of whole mount embryos are shown (anterior ends of embryos to the left, dorsal sides up). Staging was determined as described for Fig. 1 . h stripes I and 3 emerge first. As for the early& bands, these stripes are broader and more diffuse than the 'final' stripes I and 3 at the cellular blastoderm stage; however, in contrast to the frz stripes, the h stripes are well spaced from each other when first detected. Stripe 2 emerges next (B) followed by stripe 4 which appears first as a broadening of existing stripe 3. Stripes 7,5 and 6 appear as stripe 4 begins to separate from stripe 3 (C and D). Stripes 4, 5 and 6 each appear to develop from the ventral towards the dorsal side, although this is less apparent for stripe 4 because of the persistence of its fusion to stripe 3. Transcript levels rise as the region between stripes 3 and 4 becomes distinct, towards the end of cellularization (2E).
Finally a loss of h RNA from the ventral side of stripe 1 is observed, before gastrulation begins(F). Following gastrulation, the stripes narrow, as do the frz stripes and, as transcript levels decline, an eighth stripe of expression emerges (G and H; embryo in H is tilted to reveal ventral furrow invagination). Expression in the initial seven stripes decreases to undetectable levels at mid to late germ band extension (I), while transcripts persist in the anterior dorsal spot and eighth stripe. One example of late, region-specific expression is in the 10 repeated clusters of cells corresponding to the trachael pit primordia (J). The only variation between RNA and protein patterns is that protein stripe 6 was reported to be fused to stripe 7, which we do not observe for the RNA. Like the protein, RNA stripe 4 is thinner and weaker than the other stripes. During all other phases of expression, a good correspondence is seen between the RNA and protein suggesting that no significant regulation of the h pattern occurs at a post-transcriptional level.
correlation between the order of appearance of h and ftz stripes was not expected (Hooper et al., 1989; Pankratz et al., 1990) . However, to verify this conclusion, in situ hybridization to h RNA was carried out to allow for a side-by-side comparison of the ftz and h patterns.
The expression pattern of h RNA in wild type embryos is shown in Fig. 2 . Our observations are in general agreement with those of Pankratz et al. (1990) . The first h stripes to appear are 1 and 3, along with the anterior dorsal spot ( Fig. 2A) . These stripes are diffuse, but well separated from each other when first detected. The remaining stripes emerge in the following order: 2, 4, 7, 5 and 6 (Fig 2B-E) . As for ftz, most stripes emerge ventrally and then spread dorsally. At the end of cellularization, RNA levels peak in the stripes, with transcripts fading rapidly from the ventral portion of stripe 1 (Fig.  2F ). The eighth stripe appears after stripes l-7 have narrowed and begun to fade during gastrulation (Fig. 2G and H) . Striped expression is lost during germ band elongation (Fig. 21) ; h RNA is later detected in all regions of the embryo in which h protein was previously identified (Carroll et al., 1988b; Hooper et al., 1989; Fig. 25 ).
An inverse correlation between the ftz and h expression patterns as each evolves during cellularization was not found. The first clear ftz stripes to appear above a diffuse background level are stripes 1, 2 and 5. If these stripes were able to develop because of the absence of h repression in this region, h would have to be expressed in two broad domains covering the regions of future ftz stripes 3 + 4 and 6 + 7. Such a phase of h expression was never detected. ftz stripe 4 is the last stripe to appear. This could result from h expression persisting in this region after it had already resolved into individual stripes in the rest of the embryo (thereby allowing all of the other ftz stripes to resolve). In contrast to this, expression of h persists in a fused band (stripes 3 + 4) anterior to the region offtz stripe 4 but overlapping ftz stripe 3, which emerges long before ftz stripe 4. In conclusion, the ftz and h patterns appear in (roughly) complementary domains only after both have resolved into defined seven stripe patterns. The relative order of appearance of each of the gene products, as well as the timing of development of each of the individual patterns, precludes the possibility that h-mediated repression establishes ftz periodicity. Rather, these results suggest that h acts to repress interstripes after each gene has already come to be expressed in seven stripes.
Development of ftz stripes is independent of the primary pair-rule genes
The spatial and temporal order of appearance of the ftz stripes and the absence of a correlation with h gene expression suggested that regionally distributed factors act to establish ftz stripes differentially along the anterior-posterior axis. Factors present in stripes, such as pair-rule gene products, would act to refine or modify an established striped pattern. To determine the time at which the primary pair-rule genes influence ftz expression, we monitored the expression pattern offtz RNA in embryos carrying deficiencies of h, eve or runt.
As shown in Fig. 3A , ftz stripes developed essentially normally through cellularization in the absence of the Fig. 3 . Expression offrz RNA in pair-rule mutant embryos. The distribution offrz RNA was analyzed by in situ hybridization as described above. To definitively identify h and eve mutant embryos at early stages, balancer chromosomes carrying a hbllac Z fusion gene on either the second or third chromosome were utilized. Mutant embryos were identified by double staining with both frz and lac Z probes (A-E) and eve (F and G). Mutations were: (A-C) h7Hw; (D-E), hm3'bm3; (F and G), eve'."; embryos are viewed from the ventral side to reveal loss offrz stripe 1 transcripts; (H-J), runtYE96. We examined the fi.z pattern in embryos carrying a deficiency for the runt gene (Gergen and Weischaus, 1985) . The population of embryos examined contained both heterozygous and homozygous embryos, which is likely to contribute to the extreme variability seen in thefrz pattern, since dosage effects of runt have been observed . As shown in (J), during germ band extension, stripe 7 remained strong while remnants of stripe 4 and additionally very low levels of stripes 2 and 3 remained. With the exception of stripe 7 which surrounded the embryo, the other remaining stripes were detected only on the dorsal side of the gastrulating embryos, when they were visible (data not shown). In addition, some embryos were observed to display a very different abnormal pattern at the end of cellularization such that stripes 6 and 7 were undetectable and only stripes I and 2 or l-3 were strong (see Carroll and Scott, 1986 ).
wild type product. At the end of cellularization, theftz stripes broaden, leaving only minimal interstripe regions (Fig. 3B) . The broadening of ftz stripes is not entirely uniform along the anterior-posterior axis; for example, a larger gap remains between broadenedftz stripes 3 and 4 than the other stripes (see Howard and Ingham, 1986) . During gastrulation, the stripes narrow, as do stripes in wild type h embryos. However, the 'relined' stripes in h mutants are broader than in wild type, with higher levels of diffuse staining remaining in interstripe regions (Fig.  3C) .
The existence of 'region-specific' alleles of the h gene allowed us to monitor its affect on ftz expression in distinct regions of the embryo; the remaining portions of the embryo providing an internal control forftz striping. In hm3/hm3 embryos, h stripes 3 and 4 do not develop (Howard et al. 1988) . As shown in Fig. 3D , the first abnormality detected in ftz stripes in homozygous hm3/hm3 embryos is a virtual fusion of& stripes 2 and 3, corresponding to the domain of h stripe 3, at the end of cellularization. Interestingly, although the hm3 allele also results in loss of h stripe 4, ftz stripe 4 is not broadened until gastrulation begins (Fig. 3E ). This apparent lag in response to the absence of the h gene product corresponds to the region in which a gap persists between ftz stripes 3 and 4 in h deficiency mutant embryos (Fig. 3B) . As the ftz stripes narrow during gastrulation, stripes 2 through 4 remain broader than the unaffected stripes (Fig. 3E) . Similar data was obtained for other region-specific alleles (data not shown).
In conclusion, while mutations in the h gene clearly affect the ftz striped pattern, no defects in stripe establishment were observed. Thus, h plays no role in the initial establishment of the ftz stripes. Rather, it serves to maintain the stripes once formed. These conclusions are in agreement with those of Howard and Ingham (1986) and Ingham and Gergen (1988) .
The requirement for eve product in ftz stripe development was examined next. Again, the earliest abnormal frz patterns were observed only after seven ftz stripes had formed. In the case of eve mutant embryos, the first abnormality is apparent in a loss of ftz expression from the ventral portion of ftz stripe 1 (Fig. 3F) . Later, expression decreases throughout stripe 1 and the remaining stripes appear to be slightly less regular and weaker than in wild type embryos (Fig. 3G) . Thus, as was observed by others (Carroll and Scott, 1986; Frasch et al., 1988; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989) , the eve product is not required for the establishment of the ftz striped pattern but appears to play a role in the maintenance of the ftz pattern. The clearest requirement for eve is for the maintenance of frz stripe 1, a requirement that is displayed differentially ventrally to dorsally.
Finally, the pair-rule gene runt was previously implicated as a regulator offtz. Of the three pair rule genes examined, absence of the runt gene product had the most severe effect on the ftz seven striped pattern. Nevertheless, we observed no embryos in which the pattern of evolution of the ftz stripes (as depicted in Fig. IA-F) was altered. At mid-cellularization, several embryos were observed in which the intensity of the stripes was abnormal (for example, the embryo shown in Fig. 3H) ; however, seven evenly spaced stripes were always observed in these embryos. By the end of cellularization (when nuclei are fully elongated), and during gastrulation, the seven striped pattern became very abnormal (Fig. 31) . Stripes decayed in runt embryos in a variable order. Stripes 1, 3 and 6 appeared to be the most sensitive to loss of runt activity (Fig. 31) , while stripes 7 and 4 were the most resistant (Fig. 35) . Thus, runt is absolutely required for the maintenance of normal ftz stripes. The requirement appears to vary quantitatively for different stripes and runt's effect appears to be greater ventrally than dorsally. These observations are consistent with previous reports and support the conclusion of Ingham and Gergen (1988) that ftz stripes initiate normally in runt mutant embryos but decay rapidly at the end of cellularization.
In conclusion, while each of the primary pair-rule genes affect the frz seven striped pattern, the initial elaboration of the stripes proceeds in a normal fashion in each case. These results are consistent with the model that the striped ftz pattern is established independently of the action of pair-rule genes.
The upstream and the zebra elements interact to generate blastoderm stripes
Regulatory elements directing ftz expression have been described and analyzed in detail (Hiromi et al., 1985; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Dearolf, et al. 1989a; Dearolf et al., 1989b; Pick et al., 1990; Ueda et al., 1990; Top01 et al., 1991) . Three separable regulatory elements were identified within -6 kb of ftz 5 '-flanking sequence: the zebra element directed expression in seven primarily mesodermal stripes; the neurogenic element was necessary for expression in the CNS, and the upstream element functioned as an enhancer that was necessary for high levels of expression in ectodermal cells (Hiromi et al., 1985; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987) . The upstream element alone directed gene expression in seven stripes via a heterologous promoter. Assayed in this fashion, upstream element directed stripes are ftz dependent in vivo, suggesting that one role of the upstream element is to mediate positive autoregulation (Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Pick et al., 1990; Schier and Gehring, 1992) . In all cases, the expression of /3-galactosidase protein was used to monitor gene expression; because the protein is stable in embryos, expression of these fusion genes was usually monitored at the germ band extension stage when protein levels were high enough to be readily detected. To determine the role of each regulatory element in generating early stripe expression phases, in situ hybridization using a digoxygenin labeled lac 2 probe was carried out.
Expression of fusion gene ftz/lac A, which contains only the zebra element, was detected first during midcellularization in a broad band on the ventral side of the embryo; very weak expression was detected dorsally (Fig. 4A) . Distinct stripes emerged from this diffuse band in the order: 4, 5, 7 followed by 2 and 6 and finally stripe 1 (Fig. 4B and C) . By the end of cellularization, a posterior to anterior intensity gradient is evident with stripe 7 being significantly stronger than the other stripes and stripe 1 the weakest. Expression of stripe 7 extends to the dorsal edge of the embryo while other stripes are ventrally restricted. During germ band extension, the seven stripes are mesodermally localized (Fig.  4D) , as was seen for &galactosidase protein.
Expression of fusion genes containing the upstream element alone fused to a heterologous promoter is significantly weaker than zebra element containing fusion genes. However, lac Z RNA was detectable by mid-cellularization. As shown in Fig. 4E , stripes 1 and 2 are the strongest stripes at this stage, suggesting that they arise first. In contrast to zebra element containing fusion genes, these stripes surround the entire blastoderm and are expressed at equal levels ventrally and dorsally. By the end of cellularization, all seven stripes are detected (Fig. 4F) . These stripes persist during germ band elongation (Fig. 4G ) and then fade.
Fusion genes that contain both the zebra and upstream elements @Z//UC C) were expressed in a pattern distinct from those containing either element alone. By the end of cellularization, these fusion genes are expressed strongly in a pattern of seven stripes that surround the embryo (Fig. 4H) . These stripes overlap precisely with endogenous ftz stripes (data not shown). These stripes are expressed at equivalent levels along both the dorsal-ventral and anterior-posterior axes of the embryo. Thus, they cannot arise from a simple additive effect of the zebra and upstream elements since: (1) upstream element-directed stripes are at least ten to Fig. 5 . The development of ftzltac Z stripes differs from the ftz stripe development. The expression pattern of thefrzltac G2 fusion gene was monitored in transgenic embryos by in situ hybridization as described for Fig. I using a DNA probe derived from the tat Z gene. In contrast to the endogenousftz gene, the order of lac 2 stripe appearance is: 2, 4+5, 7, 1, 6 and 3. The embryo in (H) is viewed from the dorsal side; others are oriented anterior left, dorsal side up. twenty times weaker than those directed by the zebra element (see Dearolf et al. 1989a , Table 1 ). Thus, simple additivity would generate stripes that are stronger ventrally than dorsally; and (2) the posterior to anterior gradient observed with the zebra elements is not seen for these stripes. We conclude that the zebra and upstream elements interact synergistically to establish the sevenftz stripes.
rdentified ftz regulatory sequences are not sufficient to direct early expression
Although the ftzllac C fusion gene was expressed in a #z-like seven stripe pattern, the order in which the stripes arise differed significantly from the endogenous ftz gene. The expression patterns of ftzllac C (Hiromi et al., 1985) , which contains -6 kb of ftz 5'-flanking sequence including the zebra, neurogenic and upstream elements, and of ftzllac G2 (kindly provided by Dr. Y. Hiromi), which contains those elements as well as the 150-bp intron and approximately 2 kb of 3 '-flanking sequences with lac Z inserted within the ftz coding region, were essentially the same. Only the ftzhc G2 pattern is shown. The earliest stage at which luc Z expression was detectable was at mid-cellularization. Transcripts were detected in a broad region covering the posterior twothirds of the embryo but excluding the very posterior tip (Fig. 5A ). This phase of expression appears to correspond to the first detectable phase offtz expression with three exceptions: (1) Transcripts are detected later than the corresponding ftz transcripts; (2) uniform levels of fusion gene expression are higher compared with fusion gene stripe levels than is true for the endogenous gene; (3) iac Z transcripts are excluded from the posterior tip of the embryo. Stripes then develop by a combination of increasing levels in the stripes and decreasing levels in the interstripes. The first discernible luc Z stripes are 2, fused 4 + 5 and 7 (Fig. 5B) . Next, stripes 4 and 5 split and expression is seen in stripe 1, yielding a pattern of stripes 1,2,4, 5, 7 (Fig. 5C ). Stripe 6 emerges next (Fig.  5D ) followed by stripe 3 (Fig. 5E) , with transcript appearing first on the ventral side for both stripes.
By the end of cellularization, seven evenly spaced stripes that surround the embryo's circumference are detectable ( Fig. 5F and G) . As for the endogenous ftz gene, these blastoderm stripes narrow and sharpen as gastrulation begins (Fig. 5H) . The fuc Z stripes 2-7 persist through late germ band extension -i.e., at a time when endogenous ftz stripes l-6 have faded considerably (Fig. 51) . However, this persistence of stripes is likely to reflect differential stability of the luc Z and ftz mRNA rather than differences in transcription initiation. Finally, luc Z transcript is detected in the developing CNS, as for the ftz gene (Fig. 5J) .
In summary, although the seven striped pattern of ftzllac G2 is indistinguishable from the endogenous ftz pattern at the end of cellularization, its expression at earlier times differs from the endogenous gene in that the order in which stripes appear differs drastically from that of ftz itself. Particularly striking are the late appearance of luc 2 stripe 1, which is one of the first ftz stripes; the appearance of lac Z stripe 3 last, although this is an earlyfrz stripe; the disjunction of luc Z stripes 6 and 7, which appear coordinately and fused for theftz gene; and the early appearance of lac Z stripe 4 which is the last ftz stripe to appear. Hence we conclude that the longest ftzllac Z fusion genes analyzed to date do not faithfully reproduce the pattern of expression of ftz itself.
Discussion
The mechanisms whereby developmentally-regulated genes come to be expressed in unique patterns during embryogenesis has received considerable attention in recent years because assignment of cell fate around the time of cellularization is crucial for the establishment of the body plan of the larva and adult fly. We have examined the pattern of expression of the segmentation gene fishi taruzu, ftz, by in situ hybridization to mRNA in whole mount Drosophila embryos using digoxygenin labeled probes (Tautz and Pfeifle, 1989) . Popular models based upon earlier studies suggested that fiz stripes were generated by h protein which repressed ftz expression in interstripe regions (Carroll, 1990; Dearolf et al., 1990 ). Our studies demonstrate that the ftz pattern arises independently of h product and that, in contrast to expectations based upon earlier work, the ftz stripes arise differentially along both anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral axes of the embryo. Further, while the previously identified frz zebra and upstream elements interact to generate seven blastoderm stripes, these elements lack information to correctly recapitulate the transient stripe patterns that generate native ftz stripes. Thus simple models regarding the regulation of ftz gene expression must be revised.
The wild type pattern
Examination of the frz pattern by in situ hybridization to whole mount embryos has allowed for a clearer resolution of both quantitative and qualitative aspects of the ftz pattern that could not be reconstructed from sectioned embryos (see, for example, the legend to Fig. 1) . These experiments distinguish four discrete phases of expression ( Fig. 6 ):
Phase 1: General, low level transcription is observed prior to the onset of cellularization that displays little if any regional specificity. Transcripts appear to be excluded from the anterior tip of the embryo at the earliest point at which levels of expression are discernible above background. This exclusion may be due to repression by bicoid (bed, Vavra and Carroll, 1989) . Although ftz transcription is initially activated in most somatic nuclei in the embryo, the level of this early expression is extremely low (compare the intensity of staining in Fig. IA and B to the stripes in later Panels of Fig. 1 ). This 'general expression' fades rapidly during the process of cellularization; thus, this low level of expression appears to be unrelated to transcription in specific stripes. The factors involved in activation of Phase 1 transcription have not been identified.
Phase 2: Stripe establishment involves region-specific appearance of high levels of transcript. Stripes arise by differential activation of transcription along both anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral axes. Some stripes arise autonomously (e.g. stripes 5 and 4), while others arise fused to a neighbor (e.g., stripes 6 and 7). In the latter case, repression of specific high level transcription in the interstripe region is necessary for stripe formation.
Phase 3: Stripe refinement and maintenance occurs after periodicity is established. This phase of expression is mediated by pair-rule genes that act both positively and negatively (h and, at later times, other pair-rule genes such as sloppy paired, Cadigan et al., 1994) . Maintenance of striped expression requiresftz protein, which mediates autoregulation via the upstream element (Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Pick et al., 1990; Schier and Gehring, 1992) , runt product, which is absolutely required for stripe maintenance after cells form (Fig. 3 and Ingham and Gergen, 1988) , and eve product, which is required for stripe 1 maintenance and for the correct positioning of the other stripes after gastrulation (Fig. 3 and Carroll and Scott, 1986; Frasch and Levine, 1987; Frasch et al., 1988; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989) .
Phase 4: Decay of striped expression is observed towards the end of germ band extension. Little is known about how expression in stripes is shut down. To date, no cis-acting regulatory element has been identified that mediates repression of transcription in stripes; the relationship between positive autoregulation and repression of transcription in the stripes is unclear.
ftz regulatory elements interact to generate seven stripes
Cis-acting regulatory sequences directing ftz gene expression were previously identified within an -6 kb fragment of 5'-flanking sequence (Hiromi et al., 1985) . Two regions, the zebra element (-0.7 kb to +1 kb) and the upstream element (-3.4 to -6.0 kb) direct expression of a reporter gene, lac Z, in striped patterns (Hiromi et al. 1985; Hiromi and Gehring, 1987) . In situ hybridization has allowed us to examine the development of striped patterns for these fat Z fusion genes (Fig. 4 and  5) . The seven stripe patterns directed by these elements differ from each other both qualitatively and quantitatively. Furthermore, when combined, these elements generate a pattern distinct from either pattern alone or from a superimposition of the two patterns. Zebra element fusion genes are expressed in seven strong ventral stripes with a posterior to anterior gradient. Upstream element fusion genes are expressed in seven weak stripes that encircle the cellular blastoderm. The order in which stripes arise is distinct for each fusion gene. For fusion genes containing both elements, stripes are expressed at equivalent levels along both the dorsal-ventral and anterior-posterior axes of the embryo. In addition, quantitative interactions between these two elements can be inferred from fl-galactosidase activity measurements made by Dearolf et al. (1989a, Table 1 ). Mean expression levels of fusion genes containing the zebra element alone (914 f 157) were approximately ten-fold higher than the upstream element alone (110 * 49), whereas levels directed by a combination of the elements were more than additive (1566 f 347). The zebra element, which should contribute more strongly to the pattern based upon expression levels, does not have a dominant effect on the quality of stripes when combined with the upstream element: no trace of the ventral to dorsal and posterior to anterior gradients characteristic of the zebra element are present when the two regulatory elements are combined.
Separable regulatory elements that interact to generate seven stripe patterns appear to be a theme for the ffz gene. Within the upstream element, the distal enhancer directs gene expression in seven mesodermally restricted stripes, while the proximal enhancer stripes more closely resemble the full length upstream element in that they extend through the ectodermal primordia. Division of the proximal enhancer generates Prox A, which alone directs expression in seven mesodermal stripes, and Prox B which directs no detectable pattern alone but which interacts with Prox A to generate ectodermal stripes (Pick et al. 1990 ). Deletion analysis of the zebra element revealed a series of globally-acting activators along with a region of clustered repressor sites (Dearolf et al., 1989a; Top01 et al., 1991) . One of the zebra element activator elements exerts its action in a posterior to anterior gradient, affecting stripe 7 more strongly than stripe 1 via an interaction with the caudal (cad) gene product (Dearolf et al., 1989b) . All other elements appear to affect all seven stripes equally and all of the elements are necessary for the full zebra element pattern. Thus, the -6 kb of ftz 5'-flanking sequence contains multiple blocks of regulatory sequences, each of which is suflicient to direct some type of seven stripe pattern. All of these elements interact to generate the full concert of blastoderm stripes.
Different promoter configurations offtz, eve and h respond to the same regulatory cues
The ftz upstream and zebra elements have each been subjected to extensive deletion and mutational analyses (Dearolf et al. 1989a , Top01 et al., 1991 Ueda et al., 1990; Pick et al, 1990; Schier and Gehring, 1993, W. Han and L.P., unpublished) . Despite this, no stripespecific element has been identified within these elements to date. This contrasts with eve and h for which multiple stripe specific elements have been identified (see Introduction). This discrepancy has led to the tacit assumption that gap genes directly regulate eve and h but not ftz. However, as shown here and elsewhere (Howard and Ingham, 1986; Gergen and Ingham, 1988) pair-rule gene regulation is not sufficient to explain the ftz pattern. Thus, until we understand more about the biochemical functions of the array of transcription factors present in the early embryo, mechanistic models of stripe regulation must be considered to be highly speculative. We suggest three possible explanations for the absence of ftzzstripe-specific elements to date. First, trans-acting factors that are themselves differentially distributed in the embryo interact with the same cis-regulatory sequences, e.g., in the zebra and/or upstream elements. The differential spatial and temporal distributions and trans-activating abilities of these factors would account for the differential emergence of ftz stripes. These factors may well be gap gene products, since mutations in gap genes have strong effects on ftz expression (Carroll and Scott, 1986 ). In addition, as yet unidentified transcription factors, or factors distributed throughout the embryo such as FTZ-Fl (Ueda et al., 1990) , may influence stripe development alone or in combination with gap genes.
Second, DNA target sites for different trans-acting factors are interspersed/overlapping in the ftz regulatory region such that only point mutagenesis will reveal their existence. Support for this possibility comes from the observation of Ueda et al., (1990) that point mutations in FTZ-Fi binding sites in the zebra element specifically affect expression of stripes 1, 2, 3 and 6. These stripespecific alterations were not revealed by deletion analysis. Binding sites for hb, gt, bed and Kr have been shown to be partially overlapping in the eve promoter, accounting for proper regulation of eve stripe 2 (Small et al., 1991) . It is possible that the ftz gene is even more compact than eve, resulting in a more complex interdigitation of regulatory elements for different stripes.
Third, stripe-specific regulatory elements may exist outside of the zebra and upstream elements. The results presented above (see Fig. 5 ) support this hypothesis. Fusion genes which contain both the zebra and upstream elements direct abnormal stripe establishment. The first two phases of ftz expression are only approximately reproduced in ftzllac Z transgenic embryos. For Phase 1, the 'general' expression in the embryo's central domain occurs, but levels of expression are significantly higher than for ftz itself (Compare Fig. IA and 5A to the respective striped phases of expression shown in each Fig.) . During Phase 2, specific stripes emerge, but in an order that is completely unrelated to that of the ftz gene (Compare Figs. lB-G with 5B-E). Only Phase 3 -stripe refinement and maintenance, which is mediated by pair-rule genes -appears to occur normally for the transgenes. This is consistent with mutant analyses in which the effect of pair-rule genes on ftzllac Z gene expression parallels that on the endogenous ftz gene (Hiromi and Gehring, 1987) . Thus, sequences located outside of the IO-kb ftz regulatory region examined to date may contribute to early phases of ftz expression.
ftz/lac Z patterns reveal redundancy of striping systems
Although frz-like stripes can be generated by the zebra + upstream elements, the mechanisms underlying stripe formation differ from that of the endogenous ftz gene, i.e., stripes arise in a different order for the lac Z fusion genes than for ftz itself. The fact that stripes still arise suggests that the zebra + upstream elements contain part of the information required for stripe elaboration; differences in stripe formation may result from the absence of cis-acting regulatory targets for activators, repressors or both. Thus, as yet unidentified regulatory elements may contain stripe-specific information missing from characterized fusion genes.
These observations further suggest that Phase 2 stripe establishment and Phase 3 refinement can be at least partially uncoupled. For ftzllac Z fusion genes, aberrant Phase 2 expression is compensated for by normal Phase 3 expression. Conversely, it was reported by Ingham and Gergen some years ago that relatively normal ftz stripes were present in h/runt double mutant embryos (Ingham and Gergen, 1988) . In that case, aberrant Phase 3 expression, caused by the loss of the major Phase 3 negative and positive regulatory activities, uncovered the correct activation of stripes during Phase 2. Thus, the two stripe generating phases provide the embryo with a back-up system that ensures proper stripe formation.
Rescue of the ftz mutant phenotype
The fusion gene ftzllac G2 contains all non-coding sequences that were present in the genomic clone used to test for rescue of the ftz mutant phenotype (Hiromi et al. 1985) . This DNA fragment, used in ftz gene rescue experiments, does not contain all of the information required to fully reproduce the expression pattern of the endogenous ftz gene (Fig. 5) .
It has been suggested that the seven-striped expression phase of ftz in the cellular blastoderm is the crucial phase for ftz expression. At this time, the anterior borders of ftz stripes overlap with and thereby position engrailed expression in stripes. Earlier phases of ftz expression are presumed to be necessary only as a mechanism to generate the seven zebra stripes, having no functional significance in and of themselves (Lawrence et al., 1987 , Lawrence, 1992 . The observation that a genomic fragment containing only partial information for expression Phases 1 and 2 can achieve full cuticular rescue of a percentage of ftz mutant embryos is consistent with the model. The presence of Phase 3 regulatory information directs stripe formation in the blastoderm and sharpening of borders immediately thereafter. This information is apparently sufficient to allow for rescue of the ftz mutant phenotype in a population of mutant embryos.
However, despite this rescuing ability, not all independent transformant lines carrying these transgenes rescue even hypomorphic combination of ftz alleles (combining the results of two independent series of experiments reveals that 13120 = 65% of independent lines were able to rescue the hypomorphic combination ftz w3/ftz9HM to adulthood, Hiromi et al., 1985 and Furukubo-Tokunaga et al., 1992) . In addition, for different rescuing lines, survival indices varied between 18% and 87%. Strong alleles of ftz are poorly rescued by these transgenes (Furukubo-Tokunaga et al., 1992) . We suggest that the early phases of expression involved in stripe establishment are important for fullftz function. While correct regulation during either Phase 2 or Phase 3 can partially compensate for abnormalities in the other phase, each is necessary for optimal ftz activity in the developing embryo. We note that gap-like properties of the pair-rule gene runl have been reported recently, demonstrating that its early expression prior to stripe formation is biologically functional (Tsai and Gergen, 1994) .
3.6. Is ftz a secondary pair-rule gene? Ingham and Martinez-Arias (1986) proposed that the pair-rule genes could be divided into two classes. The striped expression patterns of primary pair-rule genes are determined by cardinal (gap) genes that are regionally distributed. These primary pair-rule genes, which are themselves expressed in stripes, act to pattern the striped expression of the secondary pair-rule genes, e.g. ftz, which regulate both segment polarity and homeotic gene expression. The role of the primary pair-rule genes, according to this model, would be one of mediator, translating non-periodic information into periodic information that directs the division of the embryo into metameric units.
The results presented above suggest that the pair-rule gene ftz responds directly to global spatial cues set up in the embryo before periodicity is established. These global spatial cues may be provided by gap gene and/or maternal gene products which are known to affect the ftz pattern (Carroll and Scott, 1986; Vavra and Carroll, 1989; Carroll and Vavra, 1989) . In addition, unidentified transcription factors may be involved in the establishment of theftz stripes. Similar conclusions have been drawn from a study of the pair-rule gene prd. The prd gene was previously characterized as a tertiary pairrule gene since its expression was affected by mutations in all other known pair-rule genes (Baumgartner and Noll, 1991) . However, Gutjahr et al. have shown that prd stripe establishment is regulated by gap gene products (Gutjahr et al., 1993) . Conversely, the expression of runt, a primary pair-rule gene, is regulated by secondary pair-rule genes such asftz and prd (Klingler and Gergen, 1993) .
From these observations, it is clear that two different concepts regarding genetic hierarchy must be distinguished: first, whether or not a given pair-rule gene is regulated by other pair-rule genes and, second, the mechanisms that establish the striped pattern of a given pair-rule gene. Clearly, bothftz and prd are regulated by other pair-rule genes. However, the striped patterns are not established by genes already present in stripes. Thus, while the stepwise transfer of information by hierarchically-acting pair-rule genes is conceptually appealing, this mechanism is not utilized in the embryo for pattern establishment of two key candidate downstream pairrule genes,ftz and prd. Rather, their patterns of expression are established in parallel with those of the primary pair-rule genes eve, h and runt. Cross-regulation occurs between pair-rule genes after periodic patterns are established. Thus, the distinction between primary and secondary pair-rule genes is somewhat artificial. The mechanisms underlying region-specific stripe establishment for both ftz and prd remain to be elucidated.
Experimental procedures
In situ hybridization was carried out according to the protocol of Tautz and Pfeifle (1989) as modified by J. Mullen and S. DiNardo (personal communication). Digoxygenin labeled probes were prepared using a Genius nonradioactive DNA labeling and detection kit from Boehringer Mannhein essentially as described by the manufacturer. Probes were stored in siliconized tubes at -20°C and were diluted 1:lO just before use. The stringency of hybridization was determined individually for each probe. Hybridizations were carried out in 2 x SSC at 47-52°C for ftz and hairy and at lower stringency to detect weaker expression for lac Z fusion genes (5 x SSC at 45°C). For double labeling experiments, the lowest stringency condition was utilized. Anti-digoxygenin antibodies coupled to alkaline phosphatase (Boehringer Mannheim) were utilized at a 1: 1000 dilution. Color development with X-phosphate and NBT were carried out according to the manufacturer. Embryos shown in each Figs. 1, 2 and 5 were stained in batch and staged retrospectively according to nuclear division cycle. Photographs were taken on a Zeiss Axiophot using Nomarski optics. Film was Kodak T-MAX 100 for black and white and Kodak EPY-50 Ektachrome for color slides.
The ftz probe was an -0.51-kb fragment generated by BalIlSall digestion of the plasmid pspSF. The hairy probe was an -1.5-kb BamHIIEcoRI fragment from pARhairy, kindly provided by Dr. C. Rushlow. The lac Z probe was an -1.1 kb BamHIIEcoRV fragment from the lac Z gene.
The following mutant alleles were utilized: evef.27; runtYE96, ,h 7 .
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